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Abstract 

For very large document collections or high volume 
streams of documents, finding relevant documents is a 
major information filtering problem. A major aid to 
mformation retrieval systems produces a word frequency 
measure estimated from some important parts of the 
document using neural network approaches. In this paper a 
fuzzy logic technique and as its simplified case a neural 
network algorithm will be proposed for this task. The 
comparison of these two and an alternative neural network 
algoritm will also be discussed. 

1. Introduction 

An information system allows users to efficiently 
retieve documents from a very large collection, that are 
relevant to their current interests [7]. The information 
retrieval system has to determine the relevant documents 
by using the matching of key words or phrases of user 
interest specified in the query, that are fragments of 
natural language texts, and the words and phrases used in 
documents of the collection. The main difficulty is that an 
effective search for matching has to consider the whole 
topic determined by the queried words and their 
synonyms, or else relevant documents are lost. If e.g. only 
synonyms are used in the text of certain documents whch 
are very relevant, these documents might be completely 
left out of consideration. In order to alleviate this problem, 
many research works have emerged on the field of 
creating and maintaining information filters [ 10,l 1,12,13 
and 141, specifying categories, building synonym lists, and 
so on [8]. In these systems it is inevitable to deal with the 
problem of automatic indexing [1,2,5,6]. The aim of 
indexing text items is to (implicitly) summarize their 
content [9]. Once important keywords are found and their 
occurrence frequencies are known or estimated, it is 
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possible to build up co-occurrence maps and hierarchical 
co-occurrence relations [2,3,16] 

The proposed automatic indexing algorithms are based 
on the combination of some significant measures such as 
frequency-keyword approach, title-keyword, location- 
method and cue-method [2,3]. One of the main ideas to 
determine the most appropriate way of combining the 
indexing parameters is based on neural network 
approaches that can learn a composition function of 
significance measures. We train a neural network to 
estimate the word frequency measure component of a 
retrieval index from a relatively small proportion of the 
document texts (e.g. the first and last 20%), so, all of these 
measures can be calculated locally and do not require 
global document collection information as it is required 
for the real ffequency-keyword calculations. This may 
provide considerable gains in the future in lllghly parallel 
implementation [ 151. Consequently, the efficiency of 
information retrieval significantly depends on the 
effectiveness of the frequency-keyword measure, hence, 
the applied algorithms [ 171. 

In this paper a fuzzy logic algorithm (FLA) will be 
proposed with examples for the estimation of the word 
frequency measure component in comparison to neural 
network algorithms. It will be shown that this algorithm 
also can be introduced as a neural network, where the 
neurons can include different piece-wise linear transfer 
functions. A simple neural network (SNN) as a special 
case of the proposed FLA will also be discussed with 
examples. These algorithms are optimized considering the 
main difficulties of these kinds of applications, namely, 
the calculation time complexity. 

The advantage of applying neural networks or fuzzy 
logic technique lies in their ability to imitate and 
implement the actions of expert operator(s) without the 
need of accurate mathematical models. The drawback, 
however, is that there is no standardized framework 
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regarding the design, optimality, reducibility, and 
definition of the concept. These algorithms, either 
generated by expert operators, or by some learning or 
identification schemes, may contain redundant, weakly- 
contributing, or unnecessary components. Moreover, to 
acheve a good approximation, some approaches may 
overly estimate the number of neural network hidden units 
and layers or the number of f izzy rules, thereby resulting 
in a large neural network or fuzzy rule base causing 
problems in computational time complexity. Applying 
leaming algorithms to a large number of neurons or 
having a large number of rules in a fuzzy rule base needs 
considerable calculation time even in small applications 

As mentioned above, the problem is that the collection 
of documents, from which the selected ones have to be 
retrieved might be extremely large. Thus, two important 
aims have to be taken into consideration to generate a 
neural network or fuzzy logic representation. One is to 
achieve a sufficient estimation of the frequency of 
considered words including their co-occurrence relations. 
The other is to use simplified functions in the neurons and 
to reduce the number of layers and neurons or fuzzy rules 
as much as possible to reduce the required computational 
effort. 

We will first describe a standard neural network 
approach for estimating the word frequency [1,2,5,6]. The 
algorithm proposed in this paper has reduced 
computational time complexity. The SNN has less 
neurons, and it has simplified functions in the units rather 
than the usual sigmoid function requiring an exponential 
operation. The advantages and disadvantages of the FLA 
and SNN will be discussed below. 

Consequently, using the proposed methods the leaming 
time is considerably reduced however the obtained results 
are significantly improved. 

2. Standard neural network approach 

Let us take the last improved network Erom [2]. The 
selection of the words and training parameters were as 
follows: n,  = 75 words were used to index the collection 
of 350 documents. The chosen neural network had three 
inputs ( n, = 3 ) for each 75 words. These were for the 

title-keywords, location- and cue-frequencies. Thus, the 
total number of input was I=nwnp =225. The input 

value is xi  E [0,1], where i = l..Z. The output values 
Y k  E [0,1] ( k = 1,. . . , n, ) were the estimated frequency- 
keyword measures for each word. The number of output 
neurons was 0 = 75. The number of hidden neurons was 
H = 4 . The transfer function included in the neurons was: 

The essence of the experiment was to use these 
measures as training inputs to the network, and then to 
attempt the prediction of the frequency-keyword 
measures. 

The network input vector is _x = [xi] ( i = 1.. s.. Z where 

s = (iw -l)n, +i, ,  and iw = 1 ,.., ,n,, ip = 1 ,..., n,,). 

The output value of input neuron N/ is y /  = x i ,  of 

hidden neuron N Y  is y r  ( j  = l . . .  H ) and of output 

neuron N f  is y, ( k  = 1 . . . 0 ) .  The connection weight 
matrix between neurons of the input and hidden layers is 
W' = wr . , between the hidden and output layers: 

W H  = [w&]. The hidden and output layers are biased, 

that means there is an additional neuron in both the input 
and hidden layers with a constant output of 1. The bias 
weight vector for the hidden layer is E ' ~ ~ ' ~  = w! bias 

for the output layer w~Fbim - = [wFbias] .The input values 

of neuron Nf in the hidden layer are x: = W ~ , ~ Y ; ,  and 

from the bias neuron xfo = w$bias . I  . Similarly, the input 

values of neuron N f  in the output layer are 

xkqi = w E j y y ,  and from the bias neuron 

= [ J J I  
I 

J 3  1. 

xkqo = w p i m .  1. 

The steps of forward propagation were as follows. Let 
be the output calculated by the network as: - 

where ytH , E', E ' , ~ ~ ~  and y r  contain elements y j H ,  

w? . , w!,~'" and y: , respectively. 
- -  - 

J J  J 

where y", W H ,  wHYbias - and y" contain elements 
yLo, w f j ,  wk H,bias and yj", respectively. 

4. 7 k  = f(Y,i)  = a , 5 .  The error is 60 = z-2 
Thus, based on error back propagation 

- - - 

6 .  8f = y k ( l - T k $ f ,  7. g H  = WHT6Io _ -  
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where 0 < 77 < 1 is the learning parameter. After training 
the network has formed an internal representation of the 
relative importance of the different significance measures. 

3. The simplified neural network (S") 

In order to reduce the calculation time as opposed to the 
standard approach described in section 2 and applied in 
our former approach in [5,6], the transfer function of the 
neurons, which is an exponential function requiring 
relatively much computation, is omitted. From the nature 
of the problem we concluded that bias weights may not be 
necessary, as zero occurences of any particular word have 
no effect on the significance of other words. If a document 
included most of the possible words, we could clearly say 
that any exceptions were significant. Since real documents 
contain few words, the absence of any particular word 
compared to the number of all possible absent words 
provides little real information. Hence we can ignore the 
bias weights as the neural network hyperplanes necessarily 
pass through or near the origin. As a matter of fact, in this 
case the hidden layer does not have any role and the 
output is calculated without steps 3 and 5 (1) and with bias 
inputs set to 0: 

(3)  
However, the hidden layer can be used for computational 
complexity reduction. The size of - W' is I x H , the size 

of W is H x 0 . If only W - is used the total number of 

connections is I .  0 . Thus, if H < (I. 0) / ( I  + 0) then the 
connection complexity is reduced as compared to the case 
when only - W is used. 
Singular value decomposition (SVD) is applied to choose 
the optimal H in the sense of connection complexity 
reduction. Applying SVD on W results in W - = UDVT --- 

where U and V - are orthogonal matrices with size 

n, x n, and n, x n, respectively. The n, x n ,  matrix 

contains the singular values of W - in decreasing order. 

The maximum number of non-zero singular values is 
nSvD = min(n,,n,) . The singular values indicate the 
importance of the corresponding columns in matrices U - 

and V .  - To achieve a smpler connection, the singular 
values equal or near to zero should be discarded resulting 
in an approxmation of - W .  Let n, be the number of 
singular values decided to be retained. Let us partition the 

- 

- - - 

- 

- _-_ - - 
- - - 

- 

- 

- 

- 

I 

Here, 0 is an a x b matrix of zeros, and U , Ed , zr 
and V are nu x n ,  , nu x ( n ,  - n r ) ,  n, x n ,  and 

n, x (n, - n r )  matrices, respectively. Matrix D is 

diagonal, and it contains the retained n, singular values. 

U and V contain the corresponding columns of U - and 

V . Matrix D contains the remaining (nSm - n r )  

singular values to be discarded. An approximation of W ,  - 

%' is obtained by - -  %' = U  D VT. The approximation is 

exact if all non zero singular values are kept 
 as^=^ D vT.  Consequently, if ~ , . < ( z . o ) / ( z + o )  

then let W' =U and E" = D  V or obviously 

=axb  =r 

=d 

=, 

=r =r - 

= = d  

- 

- -,=r=r - - 

= = r = r = i  

= r = r  - - =r 

W' = U  D and W H  - -  = V  . If nr is not less than - -r - - =,=I 

( I -  0) / ( I  + 0) , non-zero singular values can be discarded. 
In this case the error bound of SVD reduction have to be 
considered. 

contains non-zero 

elements the product of retained matrices is an 
approximation of W .  S O ,  - -  w - W = U D v T .  AS the 

columns of U and V have the Euclidean norm of 

unity, the absolute values of their elements must be 
bounded by 1. Denote 0, the i-th singular value of D - - , 
and we obtain 

k-El = / = , / = d I = : /  U D V  I 1  n.x(n,-n,)=d D 1  (nv-f l , )xf lv  

As it is mentioned above, if D 
=d  

- - = d = d = d  - - 

=d =d  

(3) 

It is not necessary to take the absolute value of D , as 

each singular value is positive. Equation (3) implies 
=d 

where I is the number of inputs. 
The learning phase of the application results in a strongly 
non-singular matrix - W .  Discarding only one singular 
value results in a large error. (In our case 
( I .  0) / ( I  + 0) = 56.25 , that means at least 19 singular 
values have to be discarded for reduction.) Th~s is quite 
obvious from the behavior of the training parameters. 

- 
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Suppose that the network has one hidden layer, where the 
number of neurons is H . 

Let us have a look at the matrices U = [r, ... ln,] and 

Y = [I:. . . z:], where zy contains the output values 

of the hdden layer for the t-th training input. In case of 
ideal training we obtain U = WHY where n, >> 0 

and n, >> H .  Suppose that H < I and H < 0. In this 

case the rank of W H  and Y is maximum H . Thus, the 

rank of W H Y  - is maximum H .  As the training 

parameters are from randomly chosen sample documents, 
the rank of Y is almost certainly larger than H, but not 

larger than 0. This matrix is most probably non-singular, 
that means H must be close to 0. In our case 0 = 75, 
so, H must be close to 75. For the reduction H must be 
less than 57 (as calculated above), or else the use of a 
hidden layer increases the number of connections. 
Consequently, we do not use any hidden layer. 
In the same way it can be seen that the number of neurons 
(4) in the hidden layers in the standard network approach 
is also not enough. It should have been closer to 75. The 
neurons in the former networks contained exponential 
functions, and with 75 neurons in the hidden layer instead 
of 4, this would have resulted in a considerable increase of 
calculation time. 

=T 

= T2 

=T = =T2' 

= TZ - - 

- =TZ 

= T  

Let us assume the algorithm of the proposed SNN. 
1) 7 = W 5 , 2 )  - 5 = y - 7 , 3 )  - -  LlW=?@T - - _  
It can be seen that SNN is much simplified comparing to 
(2). Negative word frequency measurements are not 
interpretable. As the new method may result in negative 
values the output must be bounded below. 

4. Fuzzy logic ap 

The characterization of the input output is the same as 
in the SNN. 

In order to save the computational effort we use 

triangular fuzzy sets as {Ai,k=I ... Ai ,k=Ki ) ,  where K~ 

is the number of antecedent sets on input universe 
xi = [0,1] in such a way that 
Core (Ai,k} = ai,k 7 suPPod&k} = [ai ,k-l ,  ai,k+l 1 3 

Considering that input values are most frequently between 
0 and 0.1 on each input universe let ai,l = a1 = 0 ,  
ai,2 = a2 = 0.05, and 
Ki = K = 4 . The consequent fuzzy sets Bo,m ( 0 = l..nw 

suppod{Ai,1) = [lai,l> ai,2 1 7 sUPPofi@i,Kj 1 = [ai ,K-l ,  a i , ~ j  1 . 

ai,3 = a3 = 0.1, ai,4 = a4 = 1 

and m = 1.. M , where M is the number of consequent sets 
on each output universe y 0 )  are singleton sets as: 
,I.LB~,,, 01,) = S(y0,,) ; yo E Yo. For the observation A *i 

we use singleton set as core{A *i} = xi where xi is the 
input value on 4. The number of rules obtained by the all 

combination of antecedent sets is n K i  = K' = 4225 that 

can not be applied. In order to reduce the rule base we 
consider only the rules as following: 

where m = (i- 1)K+ k ,  so M = I -  K . Thus the number of 
rules is 67500. We use fuzzy inference based upon 
product-sum-gravity [4]. Thus the output values is 

calculated as: yo = i,k 

Membership degrees of the antecedent sets at any value 
within the universe sum to 1. Thus C , U A ~ , ~ ( X ~ )  = Ithat 

means this rule base a piece-wise linear approximation as 

fiom (4) yo = x p A i , k ( x i ) y .  TO train the f u z z y  rule 

base the same algorithm can be used as for SNN. The 
learning method does not tune all set, but only the position 
of the consequent sets. Let g is a vector that contains the 
membershp degrees as: _m = Eml.. . mm . . . m M ] ,  where 
m, = P A .  ( x i )  and m = (i - l)K + k .  Matrix 5 - = Lv,,,] 
contains the core of Bo,m . The steps of the algorithm are: 

1) Y = B g ,  2) & = y - y ,  3)  A B = v & g T ,  - - 

It is much simpler than (2). In our application if an input 
parameter has zero value in this case it has zero 
contribution to the output value, that implies, that the 
position of consequent of rules If Ai,1 then B o , , + . l ) ~ + l  

is zero, namely, values yo,(j-l)K+l are not tuned. 

i 

If Ai,k then Bo,m 6(Yo,m) 

c pAj ,k  txi b o , m  

(4) 
C p A i , k ( X i )  ' 
i,k 

j , k  

i,k 

z,k 

- -  - -  

5. Comparison of SNN and FLA 

The number of trained parameters in SNN is I . 0 .  In 
FLA it is I .  0 + K . Thus FLA needs more than K times 
more calculation time, however, much better result can be 
obtained. Equation (4) can be written as: 
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where C p A .  (xi) = 1 as mentioned above. Thus &(xi)  

can be considered as an explicit function of rule base 
where the number of rules is K (Fig. 1). This function is 
the contribution function of i-th input universe to o-th 
output. 

r,k 

1 Figure 1 

FLA can be represented as a neural network, where the 
units have different type function linearly approximated. 
SNN uses linear contribution function: 
yo = Ch,o(xj) > where A,o(xi) = wo,ixi 

2 

It can be said consequently, that proper type 
contribution function can be trained for each input - output 
in FLA, it can be considered as the sum of proposed kind 

neural network as: yo = - x & ( x j )  = x f i , o  (xi) ;where 
1 

I i  i 

f i,o (a) = 
A,i,o(a) = wl,i.oa ifai,~ 5 a < ai,2 

b h,j,o(a) = w 2 , i . o ~  + w2,i,o ifai,~ 5 a < ai,3 

fK-l,j,o(a) = WK-l,j.oa -k wg-l,i,o ifai,K-l 5 a < ai,K 

otherwise fi,i,o = 0 
otherwise j&,o = 0 

otherwise fK-l = 0 

Thus yo = C Cf, , i ,o (x i ) ,  which is the s u m  of K-1 neural 

networks, where the input neurons have bias input value 
w : , ~ , ~  except in the first network. 

From this viewpoint the SNN is a special case of FLA. 
Namely, SNN is a fuzzy algorithm where the number of 
antecedent sets on each input universe is K=2 and the 
support of them is [ai,l = O,ai,2 = I]. Consequently, FLA 
is more powerful description than SNN. The disadvantage 
is, that using FLA all pieces of the linearly approximated 
contribution functions must be separately tuned. This 
means, that the training parameter collection must have 
input values in every [ ~ ~ , k , a ~ , k + ~ ]  interval. SNN is a 
special case of FLA where only one interval is used on 
each input as mentioned. Thus, in this case it is enough if 

, >  

I 
K-1 

z=l i 

the training parameter collection has values for every 
inputs. 

Consequently FLA needs documents that are richer in 
the sense of diversity of the frequency of considered 
words, however, it results in better estimation. In the next 
section an example will be shown when not all pieces of 
the contribution functions are trained. 

6. Experiments and results 

As it was shown SNN is simplier compared to the 
standard neural network approach, hence, the leamng 
time was much less. Further, SNN requires 400-500 
epochs training to achieve a sufficient estimation, instead 
of 1000 epochs as in [ 2 ] .  The same experiments have been 
conducted using SNN, FLA and the standard approach. 
The figures show the result calculated by the three 
techniques respectively. The horizontal axis means the set 
of considered words, while the vertical axis contains the 
frequency-keyword measure. To see the difference 
between the results, the points on the diagrams are 
connected by lines. Points connected by thin lines show 
the real frequency-keyword measure from whole 
documents. Points connected by bold lines show the 
estimated measures. The results for a certain document by 
the standard and SNN are shown in Figures 3 and 4 and by 
FLA in fig. 5. 

It can be seen in these figures that the estimations by 
the new methods are much improved compared to the 
results by the standard network. FLA results in the best 
estimation. 

As it was mentioned, FLA would result in a much 
improved estimation increasing the number of antecedent 
sets, if all pieces of  the contribution functions (Fig. 1) 
were trained. We tried to find intervals that were 
absolutely not reached by any training parameters and to 
test the estimation we used a new document where most of 
the frequency measure values were in these intervals. The 
results can be seen in figure 5 .  We added some extra 
training parameters to tune the untrained pieces of the 
functions as well. The result can be seen in figure 6. 

Figure 2. Result by the original neural network 
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Figure 3. Result by the proposed neural network 

Figure 4. Result by the fuzzy logic algorithm 

L I 

Figure 5. 

1 8 0 E - 0 1  

16OE 01 

1 4 0 E  01 

1 2 0 E - 0 1  

1 0 0 E - 0 1  
8 OOE 02 

6 OOE -02 

4 00E-02 
2 00E-02 

0 OOE*OO 

Figure 6. 

7. Conclusion 

In this paper a FLA and its special case SNN algorithms 
were introduced. The more fuzzy terms on each universe 
is used in FLA, the more improved estimation is obtained, 
however, the more special training parameters and 
calculation time are required. Using a SNN that is the 
special case of FLA, namely, where two fuzzy terms are 
used on each input universe, does not requires specially 
selected training parameters, however its result is not 
significantly different from FLA (where the number of 
input terms is larger than two) in the sense of word- 
frequency estimation. It was shown that SNN algorithm is 
much simplified and requies considerably less 

computation effort than the standard neural network 
implementations, however, the result is significantly 
improved. 
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